SECURE YOUR SECTOR
From unauthorized access

Bharatiya Global Infomedia Ltd.

Key Announcement
Bharatiya Global Infomedia Limited (BGIL) is an ISO 9001:2008, a top ranking company in India in the
range of its products and a complete solution provider into Security automation and surveillance. A
pioneer company in India with a list of 42 products and 18 IPRs. Having implemented more than 400 plus
projects in and around RFID technology BGIL has a world class clientele which include fortune 500
companies also AND who’s who & Industry...!

GATE AUTOMATION SYSTEM
Radio Frequency Identification(RFID) tags will be issued to individual resident's
vehicle and same shall be read by RFID reader place at the entry/exit gates which
will automatically command the boom barrier to open and close with the help of
controller.

VISITORs MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Visitors seeking entry need to provide proper details in the visitor form with option
of capturing image and finger prints and tag/card will be provided to them for the
entry. Exit can only be done once the same will be dropped in the RFID drop box
which will command the exit boom barrier to open.

ACCESS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Installation of bio-metric system will be done for the access control of maids, car
cleaners and for other regular visitors wherein they need to punch their finger
during the time of entry and exit in the premises. The software installed will have
all the proper details of the people using the bio-metric system.

INFORMATION DISPLAY SYSTEM

VIDEO SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM

Display boards will be placed
nearby club, gym, gates of
individual towers and other facility
areas in the resident society
displaying information of all
important activities. It can be used
by RWA for major events as well
as can be used by residents also.
Will reduce the consumption of
paper and eco-friendly.

Advance network IP cameras
will be installed and managed
by Network Video Recorder
which allows to broadcast the
footage of the cameras from
anywhere in the world through
internet.

FEATURES:1. RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) tag cars only for residents with easy access to premises.
2. Easy entry and exit flow of residents.
3. Restricts entry and exit of non authorized cars making the premises secure.
4. Proper management of every visitor in the records will be there.
5. Image and Fingerprint capture option makes it more secure.
6. Strong data validation with complete information and history.
7. Records of every system at one place with admin rights to the controller.
8. Proper information of visitors can be managed during emergencies.
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